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On July 10, 2023 at approximately 1330 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and
Investigation (BCI) Special Agent Ryan Scheiderer (SA) Scheiderer received a call from Columbus
Division of Police (CPD) Sergeant Jim Marable (Sgt. Marable) stating CPD had not been able
to make contact with any of Antwan Lindsey's next-of-kin, and asked if BCI would assist in
locating any known relatives. SA Scheiderer agreed to assist and while researching Lindsey, he
determined Lindsey was under supervision of the Ohio Adult Parole Authority (APA).

SA Scheiderer made contact with APA Parole Officer Nayrithia Burns (Officer Burns) who had
been assigned to Lindsey's supervision case. Officer Burns explained Ohio was monitoring
Lindsey on an Interstate Compact Agreement for Georgia. Officer Burns stated she last spoke
with Lindsey via telephone on July 7th regarding a court date. Officer Burns had intended on
trying to locate and arrest Lindsey on this date for not appearing for his court date. Officer
Burns was familiar with Lindsey's live-in girlfriend, Tennisha Simpson (Simpson), and offered to
contact her to obtain next-of-kin information. Officer Burns later provided SA Scheiderer with
Lindsey's mother's, Betty Lindsey's (Betty's), contact information in Katy, Texas.

At approximately 18:29 hours, the BCI Radio Room sent an administrative message to the
Harris County Sheriff's Office (TX) requesting they make personal contact with Betty to notify
her of her son's death. At approximately 1936 hours, SA Scheiderer was contacted by a deputy
sheriff who advised he was assigned the notification. SA Scheiderer provided a brief summary
to be delivered to Betty as well as his contact information.

At approximately 1959, SA Scheiderer received a telephone call from Simpson who connected
SA Scheiderer with Betty via three-way calling. SA Scheiderer gave a brief summary of the
events that took place on July 8th involving Lindsey and officers. SA Scheiderer explained how
the investigation would be conducted and BCI's role.

From July 10, 2023 through July 11, 2023, SA Scheiderer received numerous calls from
Lindsey's family members asking questions about the incident. SA Scheiderer was able to
identify the following individuals associated with Lindsey:
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Betty Lindsey (Mother)

Angel Lindsey (Sister)

Lexis Lindsey (Daughter)

Rennata Lindsey (Sister)

Tennisha Simpson (Girlfriend)
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